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Estonia’s Electricity Market at a Glance

•

Majority of power generated from shale oil plants that will require decommissioning or upgrades to
comply with EU requirements

•

Transmission (Elering) was recently unbundled from Production (Eesti Energia, the largest utility in
the Country)

•

Grid interconnection with Baltic nations including Russia, Latvia and Finland (350 MW underwater
connection with plans to expand to 1000 MW by 2014)

•

Electricity market expected to be fully open by 2013 (35% open as of 2010)

•

Government renewable energy subsidies and transmission unbundling have spurred recent
investment in RE power supply

Steadily growing electricity demand is being met almost
entirely by a single shale oil plant at Narva
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SOURCE: Statistics Estonia data tables

Several factors appear to make investments in clean
Estonian Power promising
EU requirement to source
20% of power from renewable
sources

Estonia will require
more sources of
secure domestic
power to meet
requirements during
peak months of
December and
January

Potential 900-1,400 MW
power deficit by 2016-2020
resulting from plant
decommissioning to meet EU
environment requirements

Further investment in clean
energy required to meet 20%
requirement

Best months for wind energy
production align with demand

Peak electricity prices and
demand in wintertime coincide
with peak wind speeds

OPPORTUNITY

Elering subsidy doubles the
effective sale price of wind
energy

!5.37/MWh subsidy for wind
power

Planned 650 MW
transmission connection with
Finland planned for 2014

Finland connection will create
larger export market as well
as provide additional sources
of balancing power

SOURCE: Statistics Estonia data tables, Elering 2001 Wind Power in Estonia Analysis Report http://www.ea-energianalyse.dk/reports/1001_Wind_Power_in_Estonia.pdf

Greta Energy Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proven development experience.
Financing capabilities, with high level contacts within large financial institutions,
such as the EBRD.
Supplier relationships with the leaders in AE technology (GE, Siemens, Vestas,
Winwind, Goldwind).
International presence despite small size, with experience in established
markets, as well as emerging markets in the AE sector.
Access to, and experience with Eastern European market.
Broader development/industrial experience (KAI Services).

Proposed Wind Farm
•

•

26-30 MW wind farm (13 x 22.3MW turbines) southwest of
Purtse, 6 km from the closest grid
Proposed farm lies in a relatively
flat area with an elevation of
approximately 45 m above sea
level

PROJECT STATUS
Project Requirement
Wind assessment

Status
!

Completed by Garrad Hassan

!

Complete and approved by government

Turbine layout

!

Complete and approved by government

Turbine selection

~

Received bids, but turbine not yet selected

!

Acquired

~

Filed – Expected December Approval

Noise assessment
Assessment

PlanningPrivate Land Leases
and
Approvals

Public Land Leases
Architectural and engineering drawings

Not complete – requires turbine selection

Building permit

Requires completed architectural drawings

Insurance
Project
50 MW Grid Connection
completion

Financing procured
Engineering and construction

~

Directional estimate received, not yet completed

!

Complete

~

Financing details pending
Expected 2013 completion

The 2-year feasibility report report conducted by Garrad
Hassan shows promising site conditions

Favorable Wind Speed

Strong winds at the
right time

Noise output within
gov’t limits

High expected
electricity production

•
•
•

Long-term mean wind speed expectation of 6.9 m/s (median estimate)
90% probability of exceeding 6.4 m/s
2 years of data collected at two mast sites and corroborated with long term wind data
from local meteorological stations

•
•

Peak wind occurred at night time and during the months of November through February
Capacity factor is estimated at 33%

•
•
•

Initial Garrad Hassan report indicated potential noise concerns
Further investigation indicated noise would not be a problem
Government has approved noise study

•
•

Site can support higher hub heights and larger wind turbines
Estimated 80-90 GWh net of electricity available to grid (net of all major losses)

Estonia’s grid can support the Purtse farm, and the
connection point has already been built and approved
•

Connection point has already been build and approved with grid operator
(Elering)
– 110kV connection point 8km away
– Supports maximum of 49.5MW from Purtse wind farm

•

Under conservative estimates, Estonia’s grid can support an additional 300400 MW of wind power in 2013 without balancing curtailment
– Introduction of 650 MW Estlink2 connection in 2014 will boost new wind
potential to with Finland increases potential of wind to 600-850 MW

•

The national grid operator (Elering) has a favorable stance on wind power
– Favorable incentive scheme created through subsidy and co-investment
in necessary grid upgrades

Connection point
approved and built

Grid can support add’l
wind power

Grid operator
supports wind
development

* Estimates developed by 2010 Elering report and assume “reasonable” investments in Balancing technology

